Athletics at the middle school level is a time for student athletes to strive for excellence and build community and character, while preparing for high school athletics. We expect every student to display good sportsmanship, embrace the meaning of commitment and teamwork, and develop the skills necessary to participate at the next level. By prioritizing skill development with the right perspective of winning in mind, our student athletes are able to develop without fear of failure.

The goals of the middle school athletic program includes providing the opportunity for many students to participate on an interscholastic sports team and to field the most competitive teams to represent our school in the Middle School Delphic League. While cuts are made, teams are chosen to accommodate as many students as possible.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact

**Jenn Prince, Middle School Athletic Director**

princeje@campbellhall.org.

Follow us on:

**Twitter:** @gocampbellhall

**Instagram:** @chathletics